Psalm 119 [Ab, 137 bpm, 4/4]
[Default Arrangement] by Brian St. Andre

INTRO: Db | Ab | Ebsus9 | Fm7 | repeat

VERSE 1:
Db Ab Ebsus9 Fm7
How sweet are Your words to me
Db Ab Ebsus9 Fm7
They are better than gold and silver
Db Ab Ebsus9 Fm7
The unfolding of Your word gives light
Bbm7 Ab/C Ebsus9
Light my way

CHORUS:
Db/Ab Ab Ebsus9 Fm7
Oh my soul, it longs for You
Db/Ab Ab Ebsus9Fm7
All my hope is in You
Db/Ab Ab Ebsus9 Fm7
All my heart, seeks You, Lord
Bbm7 Ab/C Ebsus9
Life is found in You

VERSE 2:
Db Ab Ebsus9 Fm7
How great are You Lord to me
Db Ab Ebsus9
My portion, my cup
Db Ab Ebsus9 Fm7
I will speak Your words before great kings
Bbm7 Ab/C Ebsus9
Your Spirit is my voice
Bbm7 Ab/C Ebsus9
Your Spirit is my voice

CHORUS:
Db/Ab Ab Ebsus9 Fm7
Oh my soul, it longs for You
Db/Ab Ab Ebsus9Fm7
All my hope is in You
Db/Ab Ab Ebsus9 Fm7
All my heart, seeks You, Lord
Bbm7 Ab/C Ebsus9
Life is found in You

BRIDGE 1:
Gb7/Db Bbm Ab Eb/G
My eyes long for Your salvation
Gb7/Db Bbm Ab Eb/G
Let my lips utter praise unto You
Gb7/Db Bbm (Db/Ab)
Let my tongue sing of Your great word
Psalm 119 -

INSTRUMENTAL: Db/Ab | Ab | Ebsus9 | Ebsus9 | repeat

INSTRUMENTAL 2: Bbm7 | Ab | Ebsus9 | Ebsus9 | repeat

BRIDGE2:
Bbm7 Ab Ebsus9 Ebsus9 Bbm7 Ab Ebsus9 Ebsus9
Blessed are those whose way is blameless
Bbm7 Ab Ebsus9 Ebsus9 Bbm7Ab
Blessed are those who seek Him
Ebsus9 | Ebsus9
With all their heart!

INSTRUMENTAL 3: Bbm7 | Ab | Ebsus9 | Ebsus9 | repeat

OUTRO:
Bbm7 Ab Ebsus9
All my hope is in You, You are my portion
Bbm7 Ab Ebsus9
All my hope is in You, You are my strength
Bbm7 Ab Ebsus9 Bbm7 Ab Ebsus9
All my hope is in You, I trust in Your word
I wait for Your word Bbm7 Ab Ebsus9